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MANY PEOPLE THROUGHOUT 
HISTORY HAVE ASSOCIATED POWERFUL 
LIGHTNING AND THUNDERSTORMS  
with various gods. Northern Europeans once 
believed that Thor was a real god associated with 
electrical storms. The ancient Greeks believed that 
their false god Zeus was the god of thunder and 
lightning,  and they often depicted him with a light-
ning bolt in his hand. The Canaanites (and others) 
worshiped an idol-god that they called Baal. This 
false god supposedly was the god of storms who 
made the rain and lightning. Pagans would serve 
these (and other) gods in hopes that rain would 
replenish the Earth.

The true God of thunder, lightning, and rain is the 
God of the Bible—the God of Heaven and Earth. The 
psalmist said: “I know that the Lord is great, and 
our Lord is above all gods…. He causes the vapors 
to ascend from the ends of the earth; He makes 
lightning for the rain; He brings the wind out of His 
treasuries” (Psalm 135:5,7). 

Perhaps nowhere was the distinction between 
the one true God of heaven and Earth and the 
false, manmade gods ever made more clear than 
on Mount Carmel around 850 B.C. The true prophet 

Lightning
Elijah challenged 
the false prophets 
of Baal. The test was simple. If Baal (who was some-
times depicted with a lightning bolt) is God, then 
let him bring down fire (lightning) from heaven to 
light a sacrifice on fire. If Jehovah is God of heaven 
and Earth (and rain and thunderstorms), then let 
Him light Elijah’s sacrifice. 

The false prophets of Baal called upon their false 
god of thunder and lightning from morning until 
noon, even until midday had past. Their sacrifice 
remained unchanged and testified to the foolish-
ness of Baal. When the true prophet of God spoke, 
however, “the fire of the Lord fell and consumed the 
burnt sacrifice” and everything in it (1 Kings 18:38).

The response God received at that time is the 
same response He should receive today by those 
with honest hearts: when all the people saw the fire 
that fell from heaven, “they fell on their faces; and 
they said, ‘The Lord, He is God! The Lord, He is God!’”

Indeed, the true God of heaven and Earth is the 
God of the Bible. He created this natural world 
and everything in it, including nature’s electricity 
that we hear and see in the form of thunder and 
lightning. 

The True Lord of

ERIC LYONS
SEVERAL YEARS 

AGO THERE WAS A BRILLIANT 
SCIENTIST NAMED THOMAS  
Edison. He was known for creating help-
ful inventions that many people could 
use. One thing he wanted to invent very 
badly was a light bulb that could use elec-
tricity and last a long time. Other people had 
invented electric light bulbs, but many of them 
were very expensive or they did not burn for 
very long. Sometimes they would burn for only a 
few minutes or a few hours. When Thomas Edison 
started trying to find a filament (the substance inside 
of the bulb that would glow), he did not know what to 
use. He tried many, many different things like platinum, 
and even cotton. In fact, it is said that he tried over 10,000 
different things. The story is told that someone asked him 
how it felt to fail so many times. And Edison said, “I have not 
failed 10,000 times. I’ve just found 10,000 ways that won’t work.” 
Finally, he succeeded in inventing a usable light bulb that would 
burn for hundreds of hours. 

You see, Edison was determined to succeed, and he did not quit. As 
Christians, we should have the same type of determination. In Colos-
sians 3:23 the Bible says: “And whatever you do, do it heartily, as to the 
Lord and not to men.” This verse explains that we should put our whole 
hearts into whatever we do. We should try our best at everything we do 
and never give up. If you are playing sports, you should give your best. If 
you are doing school work, you should try your hardest. If you are working 
on a project with the youth group at church, you should give it your all. If 
your parents want you to clean your room, you should clean it as if Jesus was 
the one who asked you to clean. 

When we look at the life of the apostle Paul, we see that he had many 
troubles and setbacks. The Jews beat him with 39 lashes from a whip 
five times (for a total of 195 lashes). Three times he was beaten 
with rods. Once he was stoned. He was shipwrecked three 
times, and many other rough things happened to him. But 
he never quit. He kept preaching and teaching the good 
news about Christ. We should have the same attitude as 
Thomas Edison and Paul by trying our best for God and 
never giving up.

Never 
Give Up KYLE BUTT
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THOUGH SOME DISAGREED 
WITH HIM, BENJAMIN BELIEVED THAT 
LIGHTNING WAS A FORM OF ELECTRICITY. 
But how would he get close enough to the storm 
clouds to prove it? There were not any skyscrapers 
in Philadelphia in 1752! So he decided to fly a silk 
kite into the storm, with a wire attached to the top 
of the kite to attract electricity and an 
iron key attached to the kite’s partially 
wet string closer to him on the ground 
(the string was dry near his hands). 
When he moved his hand towards the 
key (and received a shock), he thereby 
proved that a storm cloud contains 
electricity, and lightening is its dis-
charge. [WARNING: Do not try that 
experiment at home!] You may have 
heard about Benjamin Franklin’s exper-
iment, but he was not the first to work 
with electricity. In fact, Thales of Mile-
tus, a Greek philosopher from about 
600 B.C., did experiments with electricity. In 1831, 
Michael Faraday and Joseph Henry discovered how 
to generate electricity, and there began the world 
of electric technology we enjoy today. 

A Shocking  
Gift From GOD

As with everything else God made, we know that 
electricity has important purposes for the Creation. 
Lightning, for example, helps to purify the air of dust 
and pollution, as well as turning certain gases in the 
air into other useful products that fertilize the Earth 
to help plants grow. We also know that humans—
our nervous systems—have electricity running 
through them. Without electricity, we wouldn’t work 

right! Did you know that our brains use 
the same power as a 10-Watt light bulb?

Electricity is important for keeping us 
alive on Earth, but we also know that 
God created electricity to be a power-
ful tool for mankind. God has always 
been interested in humanity study-
ing His Creation, in order to be able to 
“subdue it” and “have dominion” over it 
(Genesis 1:28), as well as to be able to 
come to know Him through it (Romans 
1:20). “The works of the Lord are great, 
studied by all who have pleasure in 
them” (Psalm 111:2). The more we study 

electricity, the more we realize what an amazing and 
important gift from God it is. 

Truly, we live better than the kings of old, because 
we have harnessed the power of electricity. Imagine 
what King Solomon might have given to be able 
to flip the light switch when it got dark, watch TV 
when he wanted to relax, turn on the air conditioner 
when he got hot, play a video game while riding 
across the country in his chariot, look at a picture 
of the inside of his body to find out why he wasn’t 
feeling well, record a battle with a camcorder or take 
a picture of the beautifully constructed Temple of 
God, surf the Internet to find the recipe for a good 

pizza, or hop into a car to stroll down to the nearest 
amusement park—all electrically powered activi-
ties. Can you imagine what life would be like today 
without electricity? [As an exercise, try making a list 
of the things you do every day that use electricity.] If 
you can imagine that, you will understand what life 
was like for people throughout thousands of years 
of history, up to only the last century.

How do we generate electricity? Things are made 
of atoms. Have you ever seen a picture or a diagram 
of an atom—with the nucleus in the center (kind 
of like the Sun), and electrons orbiting it (kind of 
like planets)? The electrons on some atoms are able 
to break free and move to other atoms easier than 
can electrons of other types of atoms. Materials 
made of atoms whose electrons can move to other 
atoms easily are good conductors of electricity. In 
other words, electricity can “pass through” them 
easier (metals, for example). Electricity is the flow of 
those electrons (called free electrons) from atom to 
atom. Magnets can be used to cause that flow, since 
magnets “push” electrons away from themselves. 
Have you ever used a plunger in a toilet, pushing 
water into the hole at the bottom, or blown through 
a straw, pushing air into your drink? The force you 
are using to push the water or the air is kind of like 
what a magnet does to electrons. When a magnet is 
moved across a coil of metal wire, it pushes the elec-
trons in one direction, causing a flow of electricity.

Isn’t it amazing that such a simple action can give 
us such amazing technologies today? Aren’t you 
thankful that God made electricity? Without it, you 
probably wouldn’t be reading this right now! “He 
makes lightning for the rain” (Psalm 135:7). “Marvel-
ous are [His] works, and that my soul knows very 
well” (Psalm 139:14).

JEFF MILLER
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 1. ___ Oriental hornets seem to do their most productive work 
in the middle of the night.

 2. ___ Many people throughout history have associated powerful 
lightning and thunderstorms with various false gods.  

 3. ___ The true God of heaven and Earth is the God of the Bible.

 4. ___ The human brain uses the same power as a 10-Watt light 
bulb.

	 5.	___	 Electricity	is	the	flow	of	protons	and	neutrons	from	atom	
to atom.  

 6. ___  A Christian should put his whole heart into whatever he does 
that is good.

 7. ___ It is acceptable for Christians to give up when persecuted.

 8. ___ The oriental hornet uses the Sun to make electricity, similar 
to the solar panels that humans have designed.

1. “For I know that the Lord is _________, 
and our Lord is above _____ gods…. He causes 
the vapors to ascend from the ends of the earth; He makes ___________ for 
the rain; He brings the wind out of His treasuries” (Psalm 135:5,7). 

2. “And ___________ you do, do it ____________, as to the ________ and not 
to men” (Colossians 3:23).

ActIvIty 

PageS

Dear Digger Doug, 
How are meteorites formed? 
—Suzie, age 9, Beaufort, SC

Dear Suzie,
Did you know that our readers are so smart, that sometimes they ask ques-

tions	that	nobody	knows	the	exact	answer	to?	That’s	what	you	have	done.	We	don’t	know	exactly	
how meteorites are formed. But I think I can help you and our other readers understand them 
better.	In	space,	there	are	lots	of	rocks	and	metals	floating	around	that	are	not	parts	of	plan-
ets or stars. Sometimes this space junk shoots through space and heats up, blazing in what we 
call a meteor. Now, here is the interesting part. The rocks, metals, and actual stuff are not 
called	a	meteor.	They	are	called	a	meteoroid.	It	is	the	blaze,	or	the	flash	of	light,	that	is	called	
a meteor, or we might call it a shooting star. Sometimes, however, pieces of rock or metal shoot 
toward	the	Earth.	Most	of	these	pieces	are	burned	up	in	Earth’s	atmosphere.	If	any	parts	
make it all the way through the atmosphere and actually hit the ground, then they are called 
meteorites. Some people have made up theories that meteorites brought tiny bacteria from 
outer space to Earth, and all life evolved from that bacteria. But this cannot be true. First, it 
would violate the Law of Biogenesis that says life in the material Universe comes from previ-
ously existing life of its own kind. Second, it goes against what the Bible says, that God created 
planet	Earth	and	formed	the	different	living	plants	and	animals	that	are	here.	While	we	don’t	
know exactly how meteorites formed, we do know God made everything in the Universe during 
the six days of Creation. Thanks for the great question.
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1. Body colors

3. Helps to purify the air of dust and pol-
lution 

6. Discovered how to generate electricity 
along with Joseph Henry in 1831

7. A piece of a meteoroid that enters the atmosphere and hits the Earth 

8. Scientist who invented a usable light bulb that would burn for hundreds of 
hours

9. The copying of design in nature

11. Solar-powered hornet

12. Hard outside shell of insects 

2.	 True	prophet	of	the	one,	true	God	Who	defeated	Baal’s	prophets	in	1	Kings	18

4. Greek philosopher around 600 B.C. who performed experiments with electricity

5. Canaanite false god of rain and lightning

10. False Greek god of thunder and lightning

1. Explain in your own words 
what took place on Mount 
Carmel in the days of Elijah 
in	1	Kings	18.

2. Write three or four sen-
tences regarding things you 
now know about electricity.

Across:

Down:
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ANSWERS

CROSSWORD CHALLENGE: Across: 1.pigments; 3. lightning; 6. Michael Faraday; 7. Meteorite; 8. Thomas Edison; 9. biomimicry; 11. oriental hornet; 
 12. exoskeleton; Down: 2. Elijah; 4. Thales of Miletus; 5. Baal; 10. Zeus. TRUE OR FALSE: 1-F; 2-T; 3-T; 4-T; 5-F; 6-T; 7-F; 8-T. 

 FILL IN THE BLANKS: 1. great, all, lightning; 2. whatever, heartily, Lord.
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MOST WASPS AND HORNETS 
REST DURING THE HOTTEST PARTS OF THE 
DAY. BUT NOT THE ORIENTAL HORNET. IN 
fact, oriental hornets seem to do their most produc-
tive work in the middle of the day when the Sun is at 
its hottest. For a long time, scientists and others won-

dered why the oriental hornet can work and fly in the heat, but other 
hornets and wasps cannot.

To answer the question, a research team led by Marian Plotkin began an 
intense study of the oriental hornet. What they found was amazing. The hornet 
actually uses the Sun to make electricity, similar to the solar panels that humans 
have designed. The hornet has two special pigments (body colors) that make its 

exoskeleton (hard outside shell) brown and yellow. The special pigments trap 
99% of all the light that hits them. Also, there are layers, tiny holes, and grooves 
in the exoskeleton that separate the light and make it easier to trap.

The researchers are not sure what the hornets do with the electricity. They 
think that they use it to stay cool when it is hot, and then turn it back into heat 

when temperatures get cooler. Isn’t it amazing that oriental hornets are 
“solar-powered”? The scientists involved in the 
study are looking for ways to copy the hornet’s 
ability so that humans can use the hornet technol-
ogy to make energy. As we have learned in other 
issues of Discovery, when humans copy nature it 
is called biomimicry. The wonderful solar ability of 
the hornet could not have 
come about by accident or 
through random processes. 

Only an intelligent Creator could 
design such a remarkable creature.

KYLE BUTT

A Solar-Powered 
Hornet

KYLE BUTT
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